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Hitfilm express slideshow template

I just downloaded HitFilm 4 Express and I'm still learning the software. Obviously it has a lot of powerful features in it, and I hope to explore them all, for now I want to make some relatively simple slideshows that scroll through photos similar to this (which I've done in the past with other software that I don't have access to): Photostream: Waterton I can
successfully import all my photos, put them on the timeline and add transitions. This is quite easy to do in other software using keyframes to determine the start and end position of the image over 5-10 second show time, but in HitFilm I find this to be pretty messy so far it seems that I have to convert each image to a composite image that I have to put back in
my timeline after I have animated it. This creates additional tabs on my Timeline for all photos... If my slideshow has hundreds of images in it - yes, this seems too complicated for simple things like wanting images to move from bottom left left to right, etc. I feel like I'm going to have to lose something, or that there has to be an easy way to do what I want to
do, Windows MovieMaker, like having an automatic pan and zoom animation effects created in general, no matter what I want. The problem is that the software is too limited overall and does not have enough control over the effects to make a viable alternative for me. I'm completely new to Hitfilm Express with previous experience with vsdc film makers,
premiere pro and recently Shotcut I want to create a photo slideshow with apporaxmietly 100 photos. Until now, I have set the initial duration of the image to 75 frames, which equates to a length of 2.5 seconds of each image in a 30fps duration, but I am curious about how best to arrange the sort of 100 photos and how to use the fade across to every image. I
know how to use crossfade two phots at a time.  I think I remember seeing something about the slideshow template in HF2 ... there is a template for HF4F or not 0 · Share on Facebook, share on Twitter, open slide hits film 01 - Hitfilm Quick Template ↑ Back to Top youtube.com/watch?...
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